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I. INTRODUCT ION • 
The multiplicity of ideas concerning theories of the 
etiolo~y of enuresis, as well as its treatment, indicate that the 
pro~lem is not entirely solved. It is probably due to the fact that 
no one cause is a factor. Davidson (24) sta.tes, "Much has been 
written, but relatively little is known of this condition which 
distresses mothers, shames children, and frequently baffles 
physicians" 867. 
Nocturnal as well as diurnal enuresis is such a fre-
quent finding and mothers, often ashamed of it, neglect seeking 
• 
the advice of a physician when it is a condition which should be 
worked out thoroughly_ It is often the source of social and 
economic damage to the individual suffering from the malady. 
Enuresis is not of interest because it endagers life, but because of 
the distress and mental conflicts that result, as well as the fact 
that it is the source of great 8ll..Yloyance an.d unhappiness and even 
tra~edy to the family. As one ~Titer states, this is a condition 
in v.hlch the diar.:nosis either precedes or comes in with the patient 
(80). Colburn (21) justly believes, "Such a syndrome is a heavy 
burden for a child to carry and affects his personality, undermining 
his self-respect, implanting a repression, and generally adversely 
affecting his moral and mental development" 67. Because of 
this a search for the cause should be made and treatment given. 
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The large number of suggested treAtments illustrate the difficulty 
and many failures. but a wise ap"'roach should be made rather than 
negligently suge;esting it will oease at puberty. 
Enuresis has been defined by many authors depending 
upon their viewpoint as to its etiology. Davidson (24) states that 
enuresis is "the persistence from early infanoy or the development 
durin!!', childhood of unintentional and usually unoonscious nooturnal 
or diurnal. emptying of the bladder in the absenoe of demonstrable 
organio nervous or genito-urinary lesions" 867. This definition 
oonforms to the opinion of most of the recent writers but does not 
take into oonsideration the possibility of organio pathology, Whioh 
must al~ays be kept in mind. Fordyoe (31) believes, "Inoontinenoe 
demonstrates either neuro-musoular inooordination or faulty power 
of inhibition ooourin~ during sleep, it must signify either exoessive 
urgenoy of stimulation or torpidity of oontroltf 38. Rewalt (75) adds, 
"Enuresis must be regarded as a benevolent stigma of an inherited 
nervous temperlToent" 147. These definitions illustrate other view-
points of etiology. 
Every author has some idea as to the oauses and treat-
ment, but there is no one definite idea presented. However, tmything 
thtil.t disturbs A. child, either physioally or mentally, may be a factor 
in producin~ enuresis. 
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II. HISTORY. 
Enuerisis has always been a problem and one that 
has never been olearlyunderstood. Duriz (20) in the 17th and 
18th centuries wrote that it was "saturated with mysticism, the 
treatment was often of a bizarre nature; various oontrivanoes were 
sU~Rested as bein~ useful to we~r around the neok; the bed was 
made to faoe a oertain direction; and baths oontaining various de-
coctions and aromatic herbs were used. The ohild was immersed in 
such baths for Ion!'.' periods every day" 413. I.allemand (19) in the 
Ie.te 19th oentury reports many oures with aromatic baths. 
During (20) the Victorian era parents thought severe 
punishment was necessary in dealinr: with the problem, so oruel 
methods were used. Blows on the buttocks until there Was redness 
was supposed to cure by counter-irritation. Boerhaeve (19) and 
Caspar reoomm.ended burning: the skin with hot irons. Later the 
passing of sounds and cautery added new ways of producing discomfort. 
Punishment was 8J.SO given on the basis tha.t enuresis was the result 
of laziness. 
~enock (19) thought that enuresis was caused by ir-
ritability of the detrusor musole, stating no reason why,exoept that 
it was probably psychic. He injected water or druo;s into the gluteal 
muscles. and when the patient did not return, he considered him 
cured. Forster (19) in 1860 pointed out that these practices were 
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"unjustifiable and cruel" 286, believing the shame felt by the child 
enough punishment. 
Since that time an attempt to find a local cause was 
emphasized. and medicines were given on this basis. Phimosis, long 
foreskin or smegma retention was oonsidered by many. inoluding Adams 
(2). in 1887 as the main cause~ so a large number ofcircumoisions 
were needlesly done. The statistics showed that enuresis was found 
as frequent in Jewish ohildren as in Gentiles (19). Dittel (24). 
in 1872. th0ught enuresis the result of lack of development of the 
prost.ate a....nd internal sphincb:~r of the bladder. Adams (1). in 1885, 
considered the etiology to be atony of the sphincter. Together (19) 
wi th looal treatment iron and a.rsenic were given as tonics to buiId 
ilp the general health. as most physicians th:)Ught that the child was 
weak, underdeveloped and anemic. 
Sir Dominic Corrigan (20). in 1876, noted that the child 
usually slept on his back, so he advised elevating the foot of the 
bed to allow the urine to collect at the fundus of the bladder and 
not at the neok. Van Tienhoven (24), in 1890, also suggested 
raising the foot of the bed as a oure, and added oollodion to seal 
over the meatus in both girls and boys. Means (19) of preventing 
the child from sleeping on his baok were introduced to make this 
position unoomfortable. The child's buttook was blistered, a towel 
with a large knot on the bac',,: was \II1Tapped around the child's waist 
also a spool was tied to the bac~. Frequently they did not stay 
in ulace unless tied so ti~ht1y they interfered with respiration. 
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~~other (19) theory set forth was that hyoeraoidity 
of the urine was the important factor~ but with alkalinization 
enuresis still remained. Intestinal parasites were widely aooepted 
as a cause, and vermifuges were given indiscriminately without 
going into the history or without any basis for their administration. 
Constipation was also considered a factor. Guyon (24), in 1891, con-
sidered the cause to be sphincter atony. Kapsamm.er, in 1903. be-
lieved that epidura1 injeotions of normal saline stimulated the 
spinal cord and increased bladder tonus. 
Trousseau (73) first used belladonna in 1885 followin~ 
Bretonneau's teachings. He considered enuresis a neurosis and noted 
that it was frequently associated with epilepsy and that there was 
often a family history of enuresis. Eustace Smith (19). West and 
Saohs had the first modern conception of the pathology present. 
Saohs, in 1896, urged training of the nervous system as a thera-
peutic aid and had good results. Then the anatomy and physiology 
was studied and it was found that micturition was primarily reflex 
and involuntary. 
In general results were obtained in most of these 
treatments, not beoause it cleared up any local or general cause, 
but because of its psyohic effeot, or because enuresis spontaneously 
oeased. 
III. P'.fYSIOLOGY OF MICTURITION. 
A great deal of work has been done in studyin~ the 
anatomy and physiolo~y of the bladder in an attempt to solve the 
etiolo£:y of enuresis. This has been a step forward. and without 
whioh no pror:ress could haye been made. All writers, however, 
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do not a1'-:ree as to details ()f the mechanis1!l". 'Which is shown in their 
ideF.tS concernine: the anatomy and the action of the sphincter and 
bladder muscles. 
Arobere; (4) believes that the trip;onal muscle is super-
L"!1posed on actual bladder muscle and is continuous wi tll the musole 
of the ureters. This musole opens the bladder orifioe and is sup-
plied by the sympatheties. He states that the sphinoter is fun-
otional rl!tther than anatomic. Another viewpoint set forth by 
Sundell (69) is that the vesicle fibers form a ring around the 
urethral orifioe. and, he adds. the urethral sphin.cter is powerful 
and is a speoialized muscle bundle which loops around the beginning 
of the urethra as a sling. The voluntary sphincter (bulb-oavernous 
muscle) can be controlled even when the bladder is distended. 
Wylder's (80) findings indioate that the trigone muscle is supplied 
by the sympa.thetios only and functions by openine: and dosing the 
bladder outlet, as there is no internal sphincter in man. and the 10-
called sphincter is made from circular and partly from the longi-
tudinal coats of the bladder wall. Krafft (48) states there are 
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two muscles, the sphincter and detrusor, and both are supplied by 
the third and fourth and probably fifth sacral nerves. Themotor 
centers keep the sphincter contracted and the detrusor relaY-ed. Most 
authorities, however, agree (5) that the pelvic nerve (second -
fourth sacral) is the motor nerve to the detrusor and with its con-
tra .. ction the urethre relaxes. The hypogastric nerve (eleventh tho-
r~lcic - second lumba.r) is thought inhibitory. Elliott, 1907, showed 
the anta~onistic action of the two nerves in the ce.t. However, it may 
be merely the tonic contra.ction of the urethra that holds the urine 
in the bladder. 
Wile and Orgel (76) describe the nerve supply as fur-
nished by the upper four lumbar nerves through the sympathetic system 
and second and third s8.oral nerves through the pelvic visceral nerves. 
They quote Starlinf!; who !Si ves us a detailed picture of' the nerve 
supply. He says the upper lumbar nerves send branches to the lateral 
chain of sympathetics and on to the inferior mesenteric ganglia. 
Other axons So through the h.ypogastric nerve to the plexus at the base 
of the bladder and on to the bladder. The pelvic nerve passes d~rectly 
to the hypogastric plexus, then to the neck of the bladder. Stimu19otion 
of the sensory nerves causes reflex contrs.ction. Micturition is pri-
marily 8. reflex act which is controlled by a center in the Iurnbo-sacral 
part of the oord. 
A very good description of the ana.tomy and physiology of 
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the bladder is given h; ColHe's (22) article. His ideas, in the main, 
are accepted by most authorities. He states that. while urine aocumu-
lates the sphincters contract so it cannot escape. Anta~onizing 
the sphincter in its action are t.he muscles in the bladder wall, 
and the nerve sunply of the two are so rele.ted that, with relaxation 
of' the sphincter. the b1e.dder contracts and vioe versa. When 
bladder pressure has increased to a certain point. the nerve endine:s 
in the ble.dder wall send impulses to the micturition center in the 
lumbar part of the cord at the level of the twelfth thoracic and 
first lumbar vertebrae. These send impulses for contraotion back t·o 
the bladder via the pelvic nerve, causing the detrusor to oontract 
while the sphincter rela:x:es and the bladder empties. This forms the 
reflex: arc. 
Voluntary control also enters in. Impulses from the 
centers in the oord go to some center in the midbrain, whioh is the 
inhibitory center, and then down the cord again to the bladder, 
through the sympathetic system. which has an action anta~onistio to 
the reflex arc. This is not present at birth and is acquired through 
training, education, repetition and habit durin~ the first few years 
of life. and once voluntary oontrol is establ ished it ple.ys the 
greatest. role. The (5) exact method of cerebral control of the 
emptying function of the bladder is questionable, but the spinal center 
is under central control. Various authors locate this center in 
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different parts of the cerebrum. In the researches of Forster, Ader 
and Van Kleist. it is located in the region of the paracentral 
lobule. Rietschel placed it somewhere in the frontal area with 
probable subcenters in the re~ion of the striate body. ~~ss (56) 
quotes Grunbaum. and Sherrington who s,:y it is located at the apex 
of the motor oonvolution in the foot region. 'Marberry and Czylha.rz 
place it in the hip area. 
The (56) sphincters are always tonicalJy contracted 
and the bladder empties itself by sphincter relaxation and contraction 
of the detrusors. Chetwood (92) believes that in children the de-
trusor is stronger than in adults so when the wi11 is lost, as during 
sleep, there is an involuntary emptying. 
The source and presence of the sensation of desire to 
void is disputed. IJ1PSS (56) says the feeling of desire to urinate 
is due to the pressure of fluid. The increased pressure stimulates 
the higher center, Which may voluntarily remove the inhibition on the 
lower center~ and urine is expelled by reflex contraction of the 
blad,der wall. Collie (22) emphasized the associated feelings of 
- ,. 
cleanliness, decency and circumstances that enter in. If conditions 
are favorable micturition takes place, but it can be prevented in un-
fa!"orable circumstances. The pudic branch of the sacral plexus 
acts dn the compressor urethrae and prohibits urine outflow. However, 
the bladder is very sensitiv~to reflex stimUli, so local irritation 
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or sensory phychic stimuli may cause a oontraotion (54). Amberg 
(3) quotes Weit~ and G5tz who~ in their expertmentation~ filled the 
bladder with boric acid solution through a catheter under different 
pressures and then attached a manometer. In enuretios he noted there 
was a lack of desire ~ven though bladder oontractions were present, 
but other writers hav.e found desire present in enuretics as well as 
normal children. Guyon and Mi111er-Wfu-zburg found the bladder mucosa 
Droduoed only a sensation of distension that iater dyes rise to 
desire. Guyon thinks contraction of the bladder wall immediately 
precedes desire, while Schwarz maintains the tension of the bladder 
wall is the source of desire. Steiner (68) holds that desire always 
precedes urination and induoes oontraction of the bladder~ but Emerson 
(29) believes the child is either unconscious of a desire or disrega.rds 
it. 
III. INCIDENCE~ ONSET AND 'TYPE. 
Statistics as presented by'different authors vary 
greatlY$ but they give us some idea of the findings. 
1. Incidence. 
Pese (5), 1920, found that enuresis was a problem 
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in thirty percent of all the small children and ten percent of the 
older children at a children t s asylum in Bres1au. Dunham (28), 1916, 
says that of the 800, nervous children admitted to Phipps between 
five and Hxteen yes.rs, seven percent were bed wetters. Cimbal (5). 
1927, finds that it occurs in twelve to fifteen percent of all ner-
vous children. Ad9l11S (1), 1885, ste.tes that of 19,261 cases only 
55 came in for treatment. Townsend (72), 1887, finds that in 1500 
cases at the Boston. Child's Hospital 25 had enuresis. Seven and seven 
tent.hs percent of 12,700 children we.s found to be enuretic by ~rum 
(58) in 1921. Horton (42) in 1929 gives five percent of t.otal number 
s.s being enuretic. 
2. Sex. (Quoting Anderson (5) ) 
Schwarz, 1923, says that of 226 eases, 148 were boys; 
Grover, 1918, finds sixty-two percent boys in 000 cases; Burnet be-
lieves it more frequent in me1es; Firth, 1911, treated more girls than 
boys~ end Walker, 1923, states it equally distributed amonr, the sexes. 
In general most writers bel ieve it is found in equal numbers or 
slir:htly increesed in boys, so enuresis is not on an anatomical basis. 
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3. Onset. 
Anderson (5) quotes the percentages given by Schroeder 
in 1927. Thirty-seven percent begin in infancy, nine percent in 
the pre-school a.ge, two percent in the preadolescent age and fifty 
percent at an undetermined a~e. In Anderson's (6) review of the 
Uters.ture he finds thaTo over ei?;hty percent begin in i.nfancy a.nd 
• 
continue beyond that period. Davidson (24) gives eighty-six and 
five tenths percent as datin!1; from infancy and thirteen and five 
tenths percent as beginning later. Hubert (43) finds fifty-eight 
peroent dating from infancy J Grover (38) seventy-nine peroent, Mul-
dower (57) eighty-six percent and both Amberg (3) and Calvin (15) 
think onset is in infancy. However, Walker (75) says sixty peroent 
develop hetween five end eight years. 1fylder (80) believes most 
have a period of normal control before enuresis begins. Most of the 
authors, however, a.gree that the largest percentage persist from in-
fancy though some occur ofter a normal period of control. Vfuy en-
uresis should develop after a period of voluntary control is 
questionable. Writers such as Grover (38) and Calvin (15) think 
it recurrs 8.fter e.n illness like measles, scarlet fever or chorea 
or after some unusual excitement or fright. Anderson (6) ste.tes that 
two thirds of the later os.ses had some precipitating cause for their 
appearanoe. A certain number will cease spontaneously at puberty. 
Amber~ (4) and He1rrboltz (21) believe it rarely ~oes beyond and 
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associates it with the development of the sex apparatus. The normal 
(78) age for control is usually esta.bIished at twelve months, when 
the child should be familiar with the stool and voluntary micturition 
with some reI iabili ty; and at eighteen months it should be but a 
rare accident during the day; and by two years, a rare acoident at 
nil!ht. So by two and oH-half to three years compJete voluntA~_ry con-
trol should be estabIished. 
4. Type. 
Time of Ande~~Jn Davi~~~J s -_e1m~r L . en dB_Y Zappert Holt StilI eva. o th' (59) 
nocturnal 4/5 8.11 35.5 44 39.6 52 58.8 onlY t"l1H':eR (liyrnal 
ony 3% 1.5 0 4.9 5 2.2 
--_ .. -
diurnal & Jl% 64.0 56 55.5 44 39.0 l'locturna! 
assoc. with 7% fecal in-
cont,lnence 
-
The greatest number are purely nocturnal or associated 
with diurnal enuresis. It is sometimes associated with fecal in-
continence, especially in the mental deficients. Anderson (6) says 
this includes seven percent of the number and Cameron (16) e:ives six 
-percent. 
5. Frequency. 
:rr:any enuretics have frequency and urgency (pol1alriuria). 
This was noted by Guyon (4) who believed it due to atony of the sphincter 
It is a symptom of such local pathology as cystitis* or hyperexcitability 
of the bladder from disturbance in the reflex mechanism (,,'!Talker, 75). 
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Wetting may occur several times a night, or every night. Anderson 
(6) gives the average number of wet periods as five a week. Wetting 
occurs at a fairly definite time each night. Bakwin (8) says it is 
''Iorse during the winter * but Davidson (34) does not confirm this. 
6. other findings (Anderson 6). 
a. Race and color: 
Racial group division shows no evid~nce to con-
sider it a factor. Color is not important. 
b. Natal condition: 
There is no relationship between illegitima.cy 
or the feeling of inferiority resllltin~ from il1eg:itim!;u:lY and enuresis. 
Only five cases were born before the eighth month of development, 
therefore the effect of a less developed nervous system is still a 
question. Only thirteen percent of the births in enuresis were not 
spontaneous, while in the normal group twenty-four percent were.in-
strumental. so type of birth is not a factor. 
o. Postnatal conditions: 
Duration of breast feeding is about six months 
for normal children and eight months for enuretic children. Gilkey 
and Draney of Kansas City believe there is a relationship between the 
duration of breast feedinG and infantile traits. The avera~e period 
of dentition, walkinl'; and talking is slightly incres,sed in the 
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enuretic, but it is not conclusive. There is no difference in the 
height-wei~ht rates of the two groups. 
d. Economic stress: 
In I;eneral the economio level is not a factor 
and occurs in children of different financial levels. In the more 
wealthy families it is emphasized by worry and overattention; in the 
poorer families, by punishment. 
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v. CLASSIFICATION. 
The olassifioations are listed in ohronological order. 
It is noted that in the beginning the classification was on a physical 
basis; later the neurotic or nonphysioal basis was emphasized; and of 
recent years most olassifications in.clude both groups, which is most 
logical in a oomplete study of the subjeot. 
(1) Townsend (1887 ). 
1. Reflex: 
a. Increased amount of urine: (1) Dis,betes (2) Nephritis. 
b. Irritant quality of urine: (1) Acid (2) Alka.1ine. 
c. Vesical calculus. 
d. Hypersensitive state o·f external genitalia from: 
(1) Stricture of urethra (2) Phimosis (3) Balanitis. 
e. Anal irritation from: 
(1) Pin Worms ( 2) Eczerllfl 
f. Increased bladder irritability_ 
2. Atony of the sphincter vesicae: 
a. General debility 
b. Spinal lesions 
c. Acute febrile disease. 
3. Malformations of the bladder and urethra. 
(3) Fissure. 
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(2) Osthetroer and Levi (1904), 
1. Reflex: 
2. Atony of sphincter vesicae 
3. Malforwation of bladder or urethra. 
(3) Sundell (1921): 
1. Unconscious mict,urition: 
8,. Those with mental defects, petit lIl9.l 
b. Those with physical abnormality of bladder and urethra 
2. Ur~ent micturition (cause is nervous). 
(4) Walker (1923): 
1. Apathic make up, with atony of the bladder 
2. Hif!:h strung~ intelligent, with deep sleep 
3. Deep sleepers. 
(5) Thursfield (1923): 
1. Congenita1--those having enuresis constantly since birth 
2. Acquired. 
(6) Saxl and Kurzwei1 (1923): 
1. Due to local irrl taUon 
a. Oxyuris Yermicularis (pin worms) 
b. lIIe.sturbat,ion 
c. Vulvova~initis 
d. Cystitis 
e. Fissure in ano 
f. Rectal polypi 
g. Phimosis 
h. Balanitis 
i. Tonsns and adenoids 
j. Renal calculus 
k. Vesical calculus 
1. Malformation of the 
lfi. Adherent c1 i toris. 
2. Due to generaJ ailments: 
~ Epispadias genital tract. No urethra , . Hypospadias 
a. }Jeurastheni8.s and neuroses 
b. Anemia 
c. Neurogenic diseases 
d. Me.lnutri t;ion 
3. Due to endocrines: 
Chorea. 
Epilepsy 
Hysteria. 
}1 eural ~,ia 
Mental deficiency 
a. Actual disturbance. I.e., cretinism 
b. In.definite or slight disturbance 
4. Due to urine: 
a. Hi~hly acid. concentrated urine 
b. Diabetes insipidus 
c. Diabetes mellitus 
d. Nephritis 
5. Idiopathic--undetermined ori~in. 
(7) Wile (1924): 
1. Peripheral 
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a. Malformations: Bpi spadie.s. ectropia, vesicae. hypospadias. 
patent urachus, vesico-rectal fistula, phimosis, 
small meatus. 
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b. Trauma, inflammation, new growths: Balanitis--adherent 
clitoris, cystitis--preputial adhesions, calculus, 
stenosis--incontinence of retention, tumor of bladder. 
c. Metabolio: Acid urine, constipation, endocrine distur-
banoe, die.betes mellitus. 
d. Reflex: Pin worms, vulvov9.ginitis, anal fissure and 
reotal polypus, maEturbation, pertussis. 
2. Spinal: 
a. Malformation: Spina bifida occulta 
b. Inflamma.tion, traUl£la: Potts' Bisea.se--myelitis (lumbar cord) 
o. Reflex: hyPerirrita.hility of spinaJ center (1). 
3. Cerebral: 
a. Orfl;anic: 
(1) JIalformation and retarded development: flon~o1ism, In-
fEmtilism, idiosy, cretinism. 
(2) Diseased states, tra.uma, new growths: Tumors, chronio 
meningitis, diabetes insipidus, epilepsy, chorea, 
hydrocephalus. 
b. Functional: 
(1) Metabolic: General debility, malnutrition, rachitis, 
intoxication, pathologic sleep. 
(2) Psychic: Neurasthenia, dreams, hysteria, neurosis, 
psychosis--weak attention, weak wil" worry and 
anxiety, feer and malice. 
(8) MOSs (1925): 
1. PathologicaJ witJ'l increased urine output 
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a. Diabetes mellitus, cerebral conditions, lithiosis. 
2. Reflex--responding to psychical and sensory stinmli 
a. Phimos1.s. Din worm, masturbation, neurotic and psychic 
conditions. 
3. Idiopathic or functional (no special cause) 
4. Endocrine disturbance. 
(9) Calvin (1928): 
1. Organic or physical disturbance 
a. Diseases of central nervous system: Idiocy, spina bifida, 
tumor. 
b. Internal glandular disturbances: Diabetes insipida; 
c. Urinary chanp;es: Hyperacidity, reversal of specific gravity 
of day and ni~ht urine. 
d. Diseases of bladder and kidney: Infectious calculi, hephritis. 
e. Local irritations of neighborinl; orga.ns: Ph im.osis , pin 
worms, etc. 
2. Bad habit formation due to lack of good training or the result 
of an oversensitive nervous system. 
(10) Bakwin (1928): 
1. Those due to "irritable bladder" and frequency and urgency 
as prominent symptoms. 
2. Those dependent on psychological maladjustment. 
3. Those due to inadequate training, in careless, slovenly and 
hyposensitive children. 
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(11) Pototzky (1930): 
1. Neuropathic children 
a. Hypersensitive 
b. Conditioned reflex. 
2. Psychopathio 
a. Defiant, unstable 
b. Shy, tim.id 
c. Indifferent, phle~atic. 
3. Fetalistic 
a. Lack of harmonious development. 
4. Pe.thocranial 
a. Hyoothyroidism 
b. Hyperthyroidism. 
5. Disturbed intel1eot 
a. Epilepsy 
b. Post encephalitis 
c. Imbeciles. 
Wile t s Oll!lSsification is the most complete as far as in-
cludinR the g:reatest number of possible causes is oonoerned, but it 
omits an tmportant faotor, faulty training, which is mentioned by Calvin. 
These classifications ~ive us an idea of the 8.dvance me.de, from purely 
10ce.1 causes to nervous factors, then including genere.1 causes as well 
filS endocrin.e disturbanoes. Later faulty training and the psychio ele-
ment are added. Of reoent yet,trs these have been ascribed as the ohief 
factors. 
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VI. THEORIES OF ETIOLOGY. 
I. Physioal oauses: 
The earlier writers attributed enuresis to a r;eneral 
physioal inferiority .• but. thoug:h physical factors must be considered, 
they do no playas large a role as formerly thought. The fact that 
Woolley (78) g:ives as high as ninety percent, while Anderson (6) says 
seventy peroent have no physioal causes, would indicate other factors 
as more important. It is ;r,enerally acoepted that enuretic children 
a.re healthy and active (Zappert, 63) but Pototzky emphasizes that some 
defect can usually be found. 
A. Local oauses: 
1. Bladder disturbances 
a. Cystitis may aooount for a few oases of bed-wetting. 
This num.,er is given as twenty percent of the total number of Fleischer's 
1911 ceses, however. most authorities bel i9\'e this fir>;ure is too high. 
Undoubtedly a thorough urolo~ica.1 examination is always indicated, 
especially if +he enuresis is persistent and does not respond to e::eneral 
treatment (21); for many conditions, such as pyelitis, calculi, mal-
formations of the bladder or tuberculosis, may be overlooked. 
b. Atonic sphincter and nerve supply. Fordyce (31) 
quotes Smel1ie. who describes "essential enuresis" as an atonic con-
dition of the internal sphincter due, either to hypofunotion of the 
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motor nerves to the bladder, or lac',: of tone of the unstriped muscle 
fibers themselves. Amonl!; others, Wile and Orgel (76). Gibbs (35) 
Illl.d Blan (9) maintain thA.t sphinoter atony is the factor. and 13lau 
rconsiders it the result of a neurosis fror:: lL"l underde1Teloped or un-
stable nervous system. 
Every author has his own idea as to the local factor in-
vol ved. Grover (38) maintains the bladder ca.pe.ci ty is sma.l). a.nd the 
bladder oonstantly empties itself. To quote Trousseau (73) !tit is a 
neurosis manifesting itself by excessive irritability of the bladder" 
481. Others hold it is the result of local irritation produced by 
cystitis, concentrated or hyperacid urine causinr, the bladder to con-
t,ract in reflex response to the slii?:htest stimulus because of the 
hyper-excih.ble condition. In ohildren the detrusor muscle is thicker 
and stronger than in adults. As a result Czylharz and Marbury (56), 
Ch~twood (54) and Fulton (34) contend that durinr, sleep, when oerebral 
control is lost the urine is involuntarily extruded. Pelzman (60) re-
ports that in sixty cases of enuresis a trebeculated bh.dder. usually 
involving the floor, was'a frequent finding. 
Wile and Orq"el (76) ~ive Holt's classification of causes: 
1. Continued infantile oondition, anythinr: that incree.ses the 
irritability of the spinal center. 
2. A.11ythinp; interferring wit.h cerebral control olTer the center. 
3. Anythino: inorea.sine the irri tabU i ty of the terminal fila-
ments of the 1Jladder nerves. 
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This classification includes most of the accepted ideas relating to 
the bladder itself or its nerye supply. 
Many authorities includinr: Sundell (69) stste there is 
a dullinp: of cerebral perception. This may be the result of deficient 
mentality, family traininr. or deep sleep. The last is thoulrht to pro-
duce too rapid filling of the bladder or a reflex emptying due to the 
stimulus of sone local or neighboring impulse. lVile and Orgel (76) 
state that peripheral oauses are most frequent, while Gibbs (35), 
Pisek (61) and Holt (43) agree that the main trouble is in the hi~her 
or oerebral centers. Thus, involuntary urination results from lack 
of control over t,he reflex emptyin,,: of the bladder. With the aid of 
the capillarosoope, Pototzky (67) found a large num~er of pronounced 
vaso-neuroses based on hypersensitiveness of the patient. The child 
responds to the slightest sensory stimulus. such as exposure to oold, 
resulting in a disturbance of the vasomotor meohanism of the bladder. 
Psyohic !!'lS we11 as physice1. stimuli may upset the balance. 
Hypervagotonia. or vaiC!otonia hes Muldower (57) as its 
chief exp:ment. Vt:v;otonia is used in the sense of the entire auto-
nomic nervous system and may be latent or active. It is "a symptom 
oomplex manifested clinically by an increased irritation or stimulation 
of the sympe.thetic or parasympathetic systero1f 433. Many times sympa-
thetic stimulation is seen to cause incontinence, and to come froI'l 
physhic. peripheral or endocri.ne sources. Sica.rd (67) lin::its the 
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hyperva'rotonia to the pelvio plexus and says it produoes bladder 
spasm. 
2. Urine 
Hyperaoidity, hyperalkalinity and concentrated urine 
. 
are often considered faotors though not the main cause. The hyper-
acidity may have an irritatingeffeot on the bladder mucosa and nerve 
endin~s resulting tn frequent involuntary micturition. An excessive 
number of bacteria and amount of pus :maY,be associated with hyperacidity. 
Fordyce (:n) and Smellie find the urine usually negative. Other writers. 
including Cameron (16), Chandler (20) and Friedell (32), note that in-
stead of a concentrated urine there is, in some eases, a law specific 
gravity of day and night specimens. Friedell finds the concentration 
less in the night urine than in the day. This is contrary to the 
findin~s of Mohr (55). 
3. Phimosis and adherent prepuce or 01 i toris 
Local irritation from an adherent prepuoe or phimosis, 
with the collection of smegma, was given by the early writers (Trousseau, 
73) as one of the main causes of enuresis, so many oircumcisions were 
done without e{~·feot. Wile (76), among others, believes this condition, 
as well as other local findings, produoes reflex voiding from irritation. 
but the part it plays is questionable. 
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4. Pin worms 
Grover (38) finds that in 200 cases, twenty peroen.t had 
pin worms, so he consideres it an important faotor. Other neiGhboring 
conditions; such as anal fissure, polypi and vaginitis; produce enu-
resis by a similar effect, 'local irritation. 
B. General causes: 
1. Tonsils and adenoids 
Hypertrophied tonsils and adenoids are !;iven as a fa.ctor 
in a few cs.ses, especially if they obstruct 'breathing. Sundell (69) 
and Karger (46) have the opinion they produce a partial asphyxia of 
the higher centers with a dullin~ of cerebral perception, urination be-
comin~ a reflex act. In a large number of children the tonsils and 
adenoids are enlarged, but their effect on enuresis is questionable 
beoause in many inst~nces their removal brings no relief. Grover (39) 
says that in two hundred cs.ses thirty-six percent had their adenoids re-
moved without relief and that tonsils, if their presence has eny effect 
at all, only increase the general body fatigue. Bleyer (10), Blau (9) 
and Abt, who is quoted by Wylder (79L doubt if they he.ve any effect 
and say that the supposed cures reported by same authors after their 
removal are probably psychic. 
2. Rheumatic fever 
Davidson (24) ~ays rheumatic fever has no effect on en-
uresis. but Still gives five and five tenths percent of 200 oases and 
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Horton (42) thirteen peroent of sixty eases as ha<vi~ rheumatism. 
3. Eye strain 
Redwa~ quoted by Gibbs (35), writes that some, if not 
all t eases of enuresis oan be tr8.ced to errors of refraction because of 
the proximity of the optic and mioturitbn centers. Bleyer (10), 
however, fourid. in his study that correction of the defect hs.s no 
effect on enuresis. 
4. Tuberculosis 
Enuresis as a manifestation of light pulmonary tuberou-
10sis is mentioned by Keersmacker (56) and Pototzky (63), but the 
latter states the rela.tionship of the two cannot be confirmed. though 
the fever may be the fnctor involved. Amber~ (3) recommends the use 
of tuberculin in enuretic children. 
5. Diet 
Various opinions are expressed concerning the importance 
of diet. It is 'known that a diet rich in salts a..'1d carbohydrates, 
with increased fluid intake, increases urine output. Grover (38) con-
cludes that an unhalanced diet and eatin!1: between meals aids in pro-
ducinp; nauro-muscular fati!!:ue. Me.lnutrition Wl'lS early considered to 
be a oause and this view is still held by Fulton (34), Holt (71) and 
Calvin (15), but Zappert (24) is of the opposite opinion. Enuretio 
ohildren oompa.re favorab1y with nonenuretics as to hei,tht and weight 
according to m.ost statistics. 
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6. Endocrine disturbance 
Saxl and Kurzweil (65) state that writers such as 
Williams of London, Hertoghe of Antwerp and Leopold Levi of Paris de-
monstrated thyroid disturbances to be a common cause of enuresis. 
Hertoghe based his conclusion on the fact that hypothyroidism oauses 
oellular infiltration of the bladder as weH as other tissues with 
a desquamation of the bladder wall. As a result, with irrite.tion 
the wall is easily stimulated to contract. Sax1 notes that in hypo-
thyroidism and pituitarism there is poor bladder oontrol durin~ sleep. 
This is due to a dulJinl! of cerebral perception on an endocrine be.sis 
according to Sundell (69). Pototzky (62) finds hyperthyroidism and 
enuresis frequently associated. The applioation of ephedrin to the 
bladder '!,vall, as noted by Dunham (28), causes relaxation, so he 
ma.intains enuresis is due to glandular disharmony_ 
7. Spasmophilic form 
Macciotta (51) finds thtlt in seventeen percent of twenty-
four cases there are spasmophilic characteristics with !lan inoreased 
galvanic excita.bility, a decrease in the calcium index, a moderate 
decrease in the ionic concentration, and varied si~'ns of mecha.nical 
hyperexcitabilityfl 968. This spasmophiJ ic che.racteristic together 
w:i.th constitutions.1 and loceJ factors, in his opinion, produces noc-
turne.I enuresis and he has had excellent results wi'!;h the administration 
of Vita:rntn B, tocsether with ultra-violet rays, end in some cases para-
thyroid extract. 
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8. Al1erdc phenomena 
Bray (13) finds that in 1000 cases of e.l1ergic children 
five percent of those ,ver seven ~ears had some degree of enuresis. He 
bases the as~ociat:ion of the two on the nerve supply. The smooth 
muscles of t:he walls of the bronchi are constrictor fibers from the 
crania1 division of the parasympathetics. and the motor fibers to the 
detrusor muscle of the bladder and the inhibitory fibers to the internal 
sphincter come from the sacral division of the same system. Thus the 
stimulation of the parasympathetic system may produce either broncho-
spMm or the release of urine or both. He adds that action is counter-
s.cted by stimulation of the sympathetics so the la.tter may be used to 
cure enuresis. Clinically this has been demonstrated by the use of 
ephedrin in patients with spastic vesicle sphincteas. He continues 
the analogy between allergic cases and enuresis by stating that they 
both occur in bouts with free intervals, both are worse at night, and 
both increase fatigue and worry. The allergists believe that enuresis 
may be the result of sensitization to certain proteins. 
9. Neuro-muscular fati~ue 
Neuro-muscular f'i ta~ue hftS as its chief exponents Grover 
(38) 9.nd Fulton (34). Children who are very active durinfJ' the day. 
especially if they are nervous, are overtired at nir,ht, both from a 
physical and mental stress. As a result they sleep more soundly than 
usual, but are never rested. The chronic exhaustion that follows leads 
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to loss of muscle tone and control. These children are hard to rouse 
at night and fail to respond to the urge for voidin~. Any physical 
factor, such as faulty diet or local irritation, is thought to enhanoe 
the fatigue. 
10. Surgical conditions 
Gross $urgical oonditions; such as stone in the bladder 
or urethra, tuherculosis of the urinary tract, or definite nervous 
lesions with paralysis of the bladder, or vesico-vaginal fistulae; 
must be considered, although their occurrence is not frequent. 
11. Influence of posture 
Anderson. (6) quotes Lipman, 1921, who found that, 
after placing a child in the extreme kyphotic position an hour before 
bedtime and then emptying the bladder, he remained dry all night. 
This posture is believed to increase renal activity. Sleeping on the 
back is thought to induce bed-wetting, so various devices have been 
used to make this position unco~£ortable. 
C. Spina bifida ocoulta and other congenital anomalies: 
Von Recklinghouse, 1886, was one of the first to 
maintain that spina bifida ~_S a factor. Leopold (49) defines spina 
bifida 9S a bifed spine with or without protrUsion of spinal structures. 
It is usually not until later in the development of the child that the 
membranous band bridging the gap begins to compress the nerve roots. 
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When it does occur, -enuresis frequently results. Arnesen (7) fjund 
that six percent of his eases had spina-bifida. Fuchs quoted by 
Colburn (21) p;i'ires thirty fhe percent of his cases. Some men claim 
their patients are cured fol1owinr:: operation to remove the membranous 
band, hut others have no results. X-ray studies show that, spina bifida 
is found in as many children with enuresis as without. 
Other con~enital anomalies may be found associated 
with enuresis, as malformation of toes, vesica-vaginal fistula, mal-
formations of the lower urinary tract.--epispadias, hypospadias and a 
cleft bladder. 
It is generally accepted that physica.1 causes may be a 
factor in a few cases and should always be considered, sou~ht for and 
corrected, e-"en though they may not playa direct part in the etiology. 
Correction would 8,id in buildinf; up or maintainin~ the general health 
of the child. Other causes ha--e been mentioned in the literature, but 
they are not of special importance. 
II. Functional theories: 
A. The unstable, nervous child: 
A very apt statement, and one that expresses the opinion 
of most authorities, is written by Blau (9), "I am tempted to say that 
the average case displa.ys no tangible anomaly or infirmity definitely 
causative in nature" 600. Tne many p'sychogenic theories that have come 
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to the foreground in recent years illustrate the trend of th0ught as 
to the etiolo~y of enuresis. 
The first to emphasize the neurotic element In enuretics 
Was Guinou in 1889. Davidson (24) finds a neuropathic constitution in 
eighteen and fi'Te tenths percent of his cases 1 so he c'mcludes it is an 
important factor. Twenty-five percent of the children studied by 
Bleyer (10) had an un.stable nervous system, but many were superior as 
to heredity and environment. The nervous instability (Mohr and Water-
house, 55) is sho1)'m by g, tendency to emotional conflicts. 'lorton finds 
this group comprising sixty-six percent of his cases. Janet, quoted by 
Amberg (3). emphs,tioal1y asserts that all cases not resultin'!, from 
epilepsy or atony of the sphinoter are purely psychogenic in origin. 
All but twenty-eip;ht percent of Tr8mmer t s oS.ses had s. neuropathic factor. 
He ooncludes that the success of suggestive therapy is an indication of 
the psychic etiology. This conclusion is not acoepted by Pfister, for he 
asserts that orgs,nic disease :may also be influenced. and improved by 
suggestion. 
A normal child has a ~reater response to sensory stimu1i, 
such as frh;ht or excitement, than a.dults, for his inhibitions are not 
develoned; while a neurotic chUd is still more susce-ptible than a 
n.armal one. The 'WTi ters. as'suminp; a neurotic basis. state that the 
neurosis interfers with the physiology of mict,urition by increasing or 
decreasing the exoitabi li ty of the bladder, and also by a dulling of 
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oerebral perception, so desire for urination is lost. Sundell (69) 
adds that urgency becomes a factor in the nervous child. He has many 
failures in pro~erly voiding and, because of the urgency, becomes an-
xious about his condition. A greater nervous exhaustion is produced and, 
in turn, a lessened ability to control. Chandler (20) believes the 
lack of cerebral control produces the urgency. 
Enuresis is one of a number of nervous symptams and may 
be from nervous hyperexcitability, psychopathy or defects of intel-
ligence, according to Pototzky (62). In his classification of the 
psychopathic type he notes that wetting the bed occurs fram fright 
following repeated punis~~ent in a hypersensitive child, or from lack 
of concentration and absentmindedness that is continued in sleep. It 
may be, if there isa lack of moral feeling or sense of cleenliness, 
that the education of the child is 8.t fault. The enviro:mnent, as well 
8.S the mental attitude of t,he child toward the problem, has a marked 
effect. In some instances a suggestion· of the presence of weak kidneys 
may begin a period of incontinence, the child thinking he lacks con-
trol and making no effort to overcome it. Because of a psychogenic 
basis, Crothers thinks the child can stop by his awn will power. 
Cameron (16) is one of the main exponents of the hysterical 
origin. As the child is very suggestible. his failures to over-
came the habit becomes a source of worry and shame. The hysterical 
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manifestation is often the result of maternal anxieties concentre,ted 
on the genito-urinary tract through apprehensions of the mother con-
veyed to the child by su~gestion. Theimish and those of the Bresla.u 
School (Gibbs. 35) also believe it is a manifestation of hysteria. 
Feer (79) includes hysteria and s~ys it, :h evidence of tthereditary 
stigma of' degener~.tive inferiority" 58. Cameron (17) bASes his be-
lief in the etiology upon the following definition r:,iven by Rabins"i. 
"Hysteria is a pathological state manifesting itself by trouble which 
it is possible to reproduce by suggestion in certain individuals with 
perfect exactitude, and which can be made to disappear under the in-
fluenoe of persuasion (counter-sugl;estion) alone"; also, "Hysteria 
is the condition in which symptoms are present which hl'l,ve resulted 
from suggestion and are curable by psychotherapy--A.F. Hurst" 485. 
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He recognized the fact that proving the presence of a hysterica1 
anaesthetic bladder is difficult, but does not see why it isn't 
possible, even though hysteria itself is rare in children. The origin 
of the manifestation is unfortunate suggestions, made through fears of 
the mother. The child is usually intellir,ent and very sensitive to 
criticisE; wishes to stop the habit; worries about his failure urttn 
he loses self-confidence, and then assumes an att,itude of aloofness, 
that is not laziness and which punishment only ar;'!,ravates. 
Drerurs of urina,tion are stressed by Janet in 1890 (63). 
During sleep the desire to urinate is irrpressed on the mind and after 
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a number of stimuli the child believes he has gotten up to void and 
is conscious of passing w9"ter. !soss (56), !t:uldower (57) and Walker 
(75) I'dso believe dre9.ll1S h~we an influence. However, it is questioned 
whether the dream is the cause or the result. Schwarz. quoted by 
Anderson (5), thinks it is the result. Zappert states that dres.:ms do 
not develop until years after enuresis is established, and a large 
number of enuretics do not dream. 
Conditioned reflexes, 9.S hearing running water. some-
times produce the desire to urinate. The child may also automatically 
void, a.s in shock, fright or extreme emotion. It is found that after 
an exciting day enuresis follows. However, these are not specifio 
causes. 
Psychonalytic views are stressed by Steke1, Klasi, 
Abrahm and Hubert. Schwarz thin'k:s enuresis is a flight from un-
bearable circUl!lstances (5). 
B. Faulty training: 
F'aulty training undoubtedly plays a part. ¥'Vool1ey (78) 
lists the factors in the following manner: 
1. Postponing the natural period of training so the habit of re-
flex micturition becomes firmly fixed without regard to circumstances. 
The bad habit must then be broken. as well as a good one established. 
This is more difficult after the child is 019 enough to assume a greater 
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independenoe of' personality. as he will resist efforts of training. 
2. The estabUshlnent of e: negative reaction: After a ohild 
has had some experience of independent action. he likes to tryout 
his ability in opposing his mother by wettin1?, hirDself. Changing the 
attitude of the child is neoessary for success, but frequently a nega-
tive child is treated with domimmce and inconsistent methods. 
3. The love of emotional scenes: A child likes excitement 
and, if he finds himself the object of worry and ooncern. with·re-
suIting emotional scenefl such as tea.rs or excessive loving. he will 
wet the bed so as to remain the center of interest. 
4. Fear: With failure of training, often associated with 
punishment, the child may begin to fear he cannot control himself. 
even though he may so desire. Shame and social disapprove.l are a 
source of mental punishment. The child wants to be well thought of, 
but the feal" of failure prevents proper control. A feeling: of in-
feriori ty will develop in time. It is iwportent in such ~t case to 
overlook faHures and establish self-confidence. 
5. Infant.iIe dependence on the mot,her: In sowe c!>'ses the child 
wishes to continue the infa.ntHe sta.te of cOTI"plete dependence on the 
mother so a.s tb receive excessive attention, as he fears he will loose 
it otherwise. 'I'he child does not want to assume responsibility or his 
ow.n care. 
Woolley assumes, ;n these cases, that there is no physical 
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cause and the problem is mainly one of training and changing the 
attitude of the child. Krafft (48) adds that, in a poor environment 
with unstable parents., training is bad; and punishment which is fre-
quent only aggravates the condition. Chandler (20) and Wylder (81), 
as well as others, mention faulty training, and the former believes 
that with proper training and cooperation of the parents ~~nty per-
oent of the oases can be rapidly oured and the others can be in time. 
Sutherland, quoted by Wile and Orgel (76), aptly states, "In many in-
tractable cases we are dealing with 8. bad habit, pure and simple; 
with a defective power of oerebral control, owin~ to a defective power 
of parental control; and the stimulus of stran~ers and an ordered 
establishment was sufficient to bring out the donnant inhibitory 
powers" 236. The statistics compiled by Anderson (6) list faulty 
traininl'; at the heed (eighty-seven percent). 
c. Other factors: 
1. :Masturbation 
This has been considered a factor for years. 
Trousseau (73) mentions it in his writings. Hernaman and Johnson 
think enuresis is a kind of vicarious sexual aot and Walker (75) be-
lieves it brings a degree of sex gratification. Many authorities, 
including l{uldower (57).f state that it is a masturbatory equivalent. 
It is thought the child derives an erotio sensation from frequent 
emptying of the bladder and gratification is experienced without 
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a fee1in~ of guilt. Its influence is probably o,rerstressed, for 
masturbation exists wit.hout enuresis, and enuresis without masturbation. 
Cam.eron (1'7), in opposin.g Freudian psychology's clain tha.t enuresis 
is a variant of masturbation, states tha.t the misery experienced by 
the anuretic child and his willingness to be cured would not support 
Freud's view. Al so masturbation is a stereotyped !lction, such as 
thumb f1ucking. to create a particula.r sensation which results 1.n a 
feeling of gratification. To attempt to cure this habit makes the 
child irritable i.nstead of cooperative, as is the case in enuresis. 
However, the two may be associated. but. each is distinct. Mastur-
bation is voluntary while enuresis is involuntary. 
2. Depth of sleep 
In infancy only the lower centers function, so 
Carter (19) and Wile (76) think it possible the.t durinlS sleep the 
conducting pat.hs only partly function, as inhibition is lowest at that 
tin:e. Enuretics s.re considered to be excessively deep sleepers by 
writers such as Fult()D (34), Chandler (20), Mitchell (54), Hrurin (40) 
and Pototzky (63). Fulton adds t..hat deep sleep is the result of 
neuro-muscular fatb;lle, so the cerebral centers do not respond and 
urination becomes rel'lex. A greater i.mpulse is necessary to rouse the 
child s.nd the desire for urination :may not be strong enough to e;et 
through consciousness. Courtin (23) and Amberg (3). in their studies, 
found no connection between th~ depth of sleep and enuresis. As 
many non-enuretics were deep sleepers a.s were enuretios. 
3. Intellie;en.ce 
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Autrors vary in their findin~s. It is true that 
mente,lJ y retarded and defeoti ve ohil dren, e.s mentioned by Grover (38) # 
Sundell (69), Fordyoe (34) and others, ~lre frequently enuretics, but 
these do not represent the ~reatest number of eases. Here enuresis is 
largely the result of their mental status with laok of normal oerebral 
prooesses and formation of good sooial habits. However, many authors 
1:lelieve that the average anuretio rates well in intelligenoe tests and 
is a brip;ht. aotive ohild. From Anderson's (6) studies the enuretic 
child is seen to be slightly above the average in intellh;ence tests. 
About a fourth of the ohildren were superior. Schroeder, quoted by 
Anderson, reports an. I Q below 70 in 7% of C9.ses; an I Q below 70-80 
in 25%; below 80-90 in 30%; below 90-110 in 36%; and below 110-120 
in 2% of eases. Partridge found in the Vinele .. nd School for the feeble 
minded 10% were enuretics. In the data listed by Mohr and 'faterhouse 
(55) there i.s found the statel"1ent that the non-enuretio does slig:htly 
better work than the enuretio.. In all these the numbers studied were 
not laree en~ugh to give any acourate information. 
4. Heredity 
The part heredity plays is not known, but many 
oa.ses give a fa.miJy history of some relative or parent with troublesome 
enuresls as a ohild. Amberg (3) adds there is a familial type of enuresis 
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and Hubert (43) believes it the result of sorr,e inherited defect, 
but the part it ple.ys must be oonsidered together with the effect of 
environment, as well as the genera) condition of the child. The in-
heritance of an unsta.ble n,ervous system, to~ether with faulty ma.na.!1-:ement 
is e:iven as Ca.meron' s (16) viewpoint. Trousseau (73) states, "on ex-
mninine: '.nto the hereditary antecedents of the patient, you wil] find 
more than enoup;h to eynlain the existence of the mala.dy" 479. A f8.ll1ily 
history w~s found in fifty-six percent of 200 cases by Grover (38); 
Horton (42) ~ives fifty-six six tenths percent; Hubert (43), forty 
percent. 
5. Epilepsy 
It has been suggested that children ha.ving a family 
history of epUepsy were prone to develop enuresis, but Hubert (43) 
finds only eight percent with such a history. The relationship and 
association of the two has been mentioned by ~'rousseau (73). Holt, 
Wile and Or~el (76), Moss (56) and others, but Zappert (5) regards 
then: as distinct findiuf1:s. Pototzky (63) sets forth the idea that 
enuresis is frequently the first symptom noted in epilepsy where the 
epileotic attack itself is overlooked. If the history is suspicious, 
and no fit has been noted, with enuresis occuring spasmodical1y with 
free periods between; epilepsy must be considered (Thursfield, 71). 
6. Enuresis associe.ted with behavior problems 
Some of the behavior problems were discussed under 
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faulty training;. There (16) are meny disorders of chUdhood that are 
difficul t to control. Some of the most common ~.re fits of temper, 
weeping, negativism, loss of appetite, nervous vomiting, insomnia, 
night terrors, stereotyped movements and habit spasms, as well as 
enuresis. Most of these sooner or later disappear. The faot that 
children are very suggestible makes ·them readily comprehend the fears 
and worries of their parents or any upset in the environment. A 
child that is fussed over constantly is upset both physically and 
morany; and, if in addition he inherits an unstable nervous system, 
any bad manae;ement will result in bad behavior. A ohild always 
shapes his own conduct accordinf:". to that of those about him, so his 
early environment is influentiaJ. The habit of enuresis, as well as 
bad habits of eating or slee~ing~ may result from an unhapny situation 
such e.s parental maladjustment and inconsiste1t methods of handling the 
ohUd. The child wishes to beoome the center of interest because of 
neglect, or he ~'nows an emotional scene will result if he persists in 
the habit. If the parents fear a failure of cure and convey the idea 
to the child, even indirect,ly. the child soon looses his self-con-
fidence, becoming ashamed and unhappy. 
Bakwin (8) finrls that overattention, as well as neglect, 
often leads to some behavior problem. If the mother favors another 
child Or 1f a i:>aby is present, the child may develop enuresis to con-
tinue the infantile state as long as nossible. Enuresis may also 
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appear if the child is Dushed by his parents to do more work, men-
tally or Dhysicdly, than he is able. 
Grover (39), Wile (76), and rlohr and Waterhouse (55) 
note the frequent association of enuresis with nerirousness, habit 
spasms, stuttering;, tics, night terrors, thumbsucking and other 
problems. Grover thinks it the result of neuro-musoular fatigue, 
but Hamill (40) asserts the disorder is based on t,he unwil1iru;ness 
of the ohild to respond to the desire because he does not want to 
get up i.n a cold rO'JD1 or because he is afraid of the ds.rk. 
In children (Anderson,S) with physical defects, the 
defect may influence the parents attitude toward the child, causing 
any behavior problem to be excused on the besis that the child cannot 
prevent it; ')r the child may he very sensitive about the defect 
and feel it inevitable, so loses the desire to cure it. 
Ilness in itself usually does not produce enuresis, 
but the attitude of the child. and mother toward the illness :may be 
such that the ch ild is g;i ven Fore attention than usual and proJ one:s 
the pertod of convalescence by developing enuresis. 
Stealing (Anderson,S) is one of the most common he-
havior problems. When a child has stolen there results an emotional 
upset that may serve as a good field for enuresis and undoubtedly 
this does occur in a. few cases. However the two cannot be associated 
where enuresis persists from infancy. 
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It is necessary to have an idea of the various person-
al i ties found in enuretics to understand their nroblem. In Anders,}!] t s 
series, two thirds of the children. were unusue.l1y timid. This may he 
a result, ret.her than the cause, and based on the she,me they feel. 
Seventy percent of them were very sensitive to the opinion of those 
about them, sixty percent were aggressive, fifty percent were thO'lg:ht 
to be good mixers and sixty peroent had jealous tendenoies. Unstable 
emotions were found in three fourths of the enuretics and seems to 
be one of the most constant findin~s. This undoubtedly aocentuates 
the enuresis, but it is questionable whether it is a direct etiological 
factor. The presenoe of an inferiority complex in some form can 
usually be found if thoroughly soug:ht for but its value is not mown. 
It was noted that in two thirds of the homes there 
was some parent"s.l maladjustment. The attitude of the parent toward 
the child and his problem also enters in. Parents who expect their 
children to fail discoura/Se the child and 1nsJee him feel 'milty, so 
the opposite effect of enoouragement, should be sought. MaJinp;ering, 
i tae1!', is retre. 
In cases where enuresis began after infancy, a sudden 
shock, such as a fril!ht or a fall, was the immedia.te factor. Anderson 
says that seventeen percent of the cases in his studies showed a 
sudden onset. 
In(6) general "whatever the cause of the enuresis. the per-
sistenoe is almost direotly proportional to the emotional stress and 
insecurity" 832. 
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VII. TREATMENT. 
I. Prophylaxi 
Proph lactio measures are always of greater value than 
treatment of an ive case. The one method that oan be used to ex-
tablish bladder trol is early training. A mother can begin training 
the child as early as the sixth or seventh month, at least by the twelfth 
month. nning, it is necessary to ooncentrate her attention 
on this problem fo a period of a few weeks to two months, until it is 
properly establish d as to regularity. Anticipate the time for normal 
urination and take the child to the stool to keep him dry. It is well 
to establish definite periods for voiding. such as before and after 
nappin~ or feedin~. Put the ohild on the stool not lon~er than five 
minutes and do not make it an oocasion for a scene. Persistance and 
regularity are the features that will eventually establish voluntary 
control. There s auld be no accidents during the daytime after the 
child is two years old. Night training should be started at ei~hteen 
months to two yea s. It may be well to restrict fluids after five 
p.m •• have the eh'ld urinate before he goes to bed, and if necessary 
wake him at nine r ten p.m. Keep him on the chair until he voids. 
By the time the e ild is two and one-half to three years old he should 
ha,re dry nights. 
bility for keepin 
ake the child feel that he has the entire responsi-
dry. Relapses are frequent and may be 
e.ssoeiated with s e illness or emotional upset. Patience and re-
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education of the child by good training will re-establish the ha"J:)it. 
The condition is only aggravated by punishment. 
II. Dj.rected toward physical causes 
It is necessary to go into the history carefully to de-
termine if there is any pathology present and, if so, treat the con-
dition, whether or not it has a direct bearing on the enuresis. It is 
necessary to improve the general health of the child for the best results. 
Aside from the physical aspect it is wall to learn the childs habits 
as to eating, sleeping, driaklng, cleanliness, his nervous makeup, the 
presence of worms or exciting causes. Go into the f~ily history, find 
out if he has been circumcised, etc. No matter what treatment is used 
or what regime estabHshed, it is imperative that the mother fully co-
operates and the child strictly carries out the instructions with 
belief iri the ability to cure. 
A. Operative procedures 
1. Tonsils and adenoids: These may serve as foci of in-
fection and aid in decreasing the general vitality of the child. 
ReEoval is advise.ble to maintain the general health. Sad (69) and Moss 
(61) believe that their removal has an effect in curing the enuresis, 
but many authors, including Grover (39), Jacobs (46) and Fulton (35) 
think that it is without effect. 
2. Circumcision: An adherent prepuce or long foreskin 
may require surgery, even though enuresis is not present. Adams (2) 
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believes circumcision is the only cure while j{oss (61) says it often 
helps, but most writers, such as Grover (39), Chandler (20) and 
Herna.:man-Johnson (42). find it has no effect .. Most certainly cir-
cumcision should not be a routine procedure 9"8 a therapeutic a~d. 
3. In spina bifida: Delbert and Levi (26) operated 
on twenty four cases of spina bifida. The membranous band was re-
sected and as a result ten were cured and ten only slightly 
improved. There is danger of recurranee with formation and pressure 
of scar tissue. Leopold (49) also recommends its use. 
B. Manipulation 
1. One method that has been 8,dvocated is injection of 
saline under the sk:in in the perinee,l and pubic redons. C 8.ll1er on 
(JS) be1.ieves its effectiveness is due to counter irritation where 
there is decreased excitability of the bladder. Seran.tes and }'1:mtes 
(70) report f;ood results with the use of 30 cc. injected into the 
perineum and repeated in a week, but Ortiz had no result in two eases. 
Walker (19) quotes Jaboulay as recommending injection of salin~ be-
tween the coccyx and rectum. Good results with this is report~d by 
White and Martin (61). NOrIl'Al saline (Cahier 19) is injected around 
the bladder sphincter. 
2. Passin~ of bougies: Bougies are passed to irritate 
the mucous membrane and to produce sphincter spasm, making urination 
painful. Its object is to attract the patients attention to t4e 
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process so that during sleep the desire will become conscious and 
. the patient can respond. This procedure is continued until a normal 
habit is established. Emerson (29) of Boston hi,~hly recommends its 
use. 
3. Instillation of silver nitrate: To produce hyper-
aesthesia of the bladder in children Who do not experience the 
sensation of desire to urinate, Weitz and Gotz (4), Lippman (5cl and 
M.oss (56) introduce silver nitrate into the bladder. A 1:4000 
solution is used twice a week and gradually is increased to 1:750, 
until a normal ha':lit is established. Lippm.an reports sixtY-six 
per'cent of fifty cases cured. 
4. Dilation of the bladder: Thompson (70) advocates 
insti1lin',: increasinp: 8..Tflounts of fluid into the bladder under pressure 
to gradue.lly distend the bladder so it ce.n hold more urine. He has 
the child voluntarily void the fluid introduced and at the same time 
start and stop the stream at various intervals to strengthen the 
sphincter. This procedure is to be used only in difficult cases. 
liechanical methods of treatment are seldom used now. 
With repeated passage of sounds, as with catheterization~there is 
great dan~er of introducin~ an infection. other methods are less 
cruel and have as good, if not better, results. 
C. Use of electric current 
Guyon (3) and many German uroJogists (35) believed 
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enuresis was due to sphincter 8.tony~ so e.pplied a faradic current 
throulSh a special bougie directly to the pars membranacea.. Eneuresis 
frequently ceased spontaneously at puberty, thus it may be associated 
with development of the prostate. On this basis Rernaman-Johnson 
stimuletethe a~tivities of the prostate with electrioity and report 
cures in twenty-five to sixty percent of their cases. They find 
"almost all were amenable by the applic"tion of rhythmically inter-
rupted sinusoidal or faradic currents throuq:h the region of the 
bladder for fifteen m.inutes daily for a period of from four to twelve 
weeks" 239. The faradic (Gihbs 35) may also be applied for from three 
to ten minutes every three to four days by placing the nel!ative 
electrode against the perineum in the rectum and the indifferent 
electrode against the lower abdomen. It is believed to inorease tone 
and regu1a.te "vital prooesses lt • However, harm may result with in-
discrimina.te use, and it is not B::enerally suitabJy in small children. 
It is welJ to avoid local treatment because it is painful and dangerous. 
Some assert its effect is only psychic. 
D. Epidural in.jections 
Injection of about 10 cc of physiological saline into 
the epidural spa.ce in the lumbar area is used by Emerson (29), Freeman 
(5) a.nd Cathalin and others, but most 'writers add it should be I.!.'iven 
only when other methods of treatment are of no avail. Cathelin, in 
1901, explained the mechanism as due to a "pressure effect on the oord 
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exerted through the fluid, resulting possibly in direct aotion on 
the filaments of the cauda and a reflex tonic effect on the lumbar 
centers" 599. There are many reports of sucoess, but Pototzky (63) 
warns us of its dangers and bad psychic effects. Though its effect 
is based on physiology, it may act purely be suggestion. This method 
is not used greatly today. 
III. Drugs 
Numerous drugs are asserted to have a specific physio-
logical effect, while others are used as an aid in treatment. Their 
use is probably the oldest and most frequent therapy. Zappert (80) 
lists thirty drugs, 9.11 highly recommended. The list is so gr'eat 
that it is evidence of nonspecificity and something other than drug 
action probably enters into the cure. 
1. Atropine and belladonna: Atropine sulphate and tin-
oture of belladonna stand at the head of the list and are recommended 
by all except those who present same other partioular drug or method 
of therapy. It is the one used with most sucoess by the greatest 
number of doctors. Cushing (5) states, "Perhaps this aotion in re-
laxing spasmodio contraotions may also explain the benefioial effects 
obtained in oases of inoontinence in children in which belladonna has 
long been the most reliable remedy" 598. Hare, quoted by Wile and 
Orgel (76), says belladonna "is a cerebral excitant, a depressant to 
motor nerves, and a sedative to sensory nerve filaments" 239. 
It has no action on voluntary muscle but is 8. sedative and anti-
spasmodic for unstriped muscle. He believes that as atropine is 
exoreted it has a local action on the nerve endin~s. Its use is 
mainly in bladder spasm. 
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If the drug is given, it is necessary to push it to its 
physiological effects, so large doses are needed. Thursfield (71) 
recommends beginning with 10 m. of the Tr. of Belladonna t.i.d. in 
A, child five to six years old, and ineresing the amount rapidly until 
signs of toxicity are present. Moss (56) had good results with 10 
gtts. t.i.d. Irwin (44) and Walker (75) begin with smaller doses, but 
it is administered up to the point of overdoss.ge, then gr!:l,dually de-
creased. The toxic effects are mydriasis, flushing, dry mouth and 
rash. Atropine sulphate is given (Davidson 24, Sicard 67) in a sol-
ution of one-tenth of one percent in doses of 5 gtts. t.d.d. (6 years). 
Still (8) belie'les those w'no hs.ve had 'no effects with atropine fail 
because the specific indications for its use (polJakiuria) are not 
kept in mind, s. large enou£:h dose is not used, and because it is not 
combined with traininp; of the child. Failure to cure does not mean 
that atropine is not specific. 'neyer (10) believes that it is and 
has eighty percent of cures regardless of cause. This corresponds to 
the figures given by Ostheimer and Levi. Others, such as Grover (38) 
and Pisek (61), belie'le it has no special value, while Fordyce adds 
its only aid is throu~h suggestion. Regardless of the fact that it 
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mayor may not be specific, cure with any treatment cannot be ac-
complished unless the patient reJigiously follows the doctor's 
instructions. 
2. Pltulta.ry extract: Often endocrine therapy is used 
in nonspecific Cllses of enuresis on the basis that it increases the 
tone of the unstriped bladder muscle. However, it is questionable 
whether a relaxed condition of the detrusor muscle would oause 
enuresis. A relaxed sphincter would probably be more of a factor. 
Anderson (5) questions how it can act on one muscle and not on 
another. To determine the relative effects of atropine and pituita.ry 
extract, a.nd determine if there was any specificity, Wile and Or~el 
(76) selected fifty cS.ses to whom were ".'iven the drue;s and fifty casas 
to whom no druf-"s were r;iven. The t.ahle below shows that in general 
there was no great difference in number of cures in those g;iven 
atropine and those without. 'l'here lilTS! a greeter percents2:.e cured 
with oibJitrin, but the number tree.ted was only eil!,ht so no definite 
conclusion can be made. 
I No. !r~!!rte1t "'Nl (~-out cJ"ugs 0) No· .. ~!~~~~!geWt4]) . -- . n'f'1t.¥d wi pi NO.01 U1 :e.ry N 8) 
Cured I 19 38% 15 35% 4 50 
Improved~ 17 34% 18 43% 2 25 
No effec 14 28% 9 22% 2 25 
Moss (56) had striking results with gr. 1 t.i.d. of pituitary 
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extract incree.sed to gr.3 t.i.d. if necessary. "Fifty percent were 
cured and twenty five percent improved in two to three weeks. He 
did not know the basis of its action. B1au (9) reports cures or 
improvement in seventy-five percent of his oases ~d Jacobs oured 
sixteen out of forty-nine cases. Blau gives gr. 1/10 - 1/4 t.i.d. 
orally with a series of three injections of 1/2 co. of pituitrin 
by hypodermic. The results obtained by Chan.dler (20) did not in-
dicate ths.t atropine he.d any vB.Iue. 
3. Thyroid extract: Thyroid extract is !dven to children 
where enuresis is due to du11ine: of cerebral perception, as in mental 
deficients or backward children (Sundell 69). If the mental retardation 
is the re8u1 t of hypothyroidism its administretion is indic9.t.ed and 
authorities~ a.s Krafft (48), Irwin (44) Fordyce (31). recommend its 
use in such cases. Saxl and Kurzweil (65) note that with definite 
findinf':s of hypothyroidism the child has poor bladder control', 
more marKed durinlY, sleep_ If the child is hyperexcitable or a poor 
sleeper it· is not to be used. The usual dosage prescribed is ~r. 1/2 
t. Ld. to a child under six and gr. 1-3 for older children. 
4. Alkalies: "There the urine is definitely hyperacid, 
Carter (19), ~oss (56) and Sicard (67) neutralize it with potassium 
citrate gr. 5-10 q 2 hI'S, or sodium bicarbonate. and recommend an in-
creased fluid intake to make t,he urine less irritating. 
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5. Vermifuges: The one definite indication for vermi-
fup;es or caloll1el a.nd santonin is the presenoe of worms. 
6. Stryohnine and arsenio: If the enuretio child has 
anemia, malnutrition with loss of appetite, and general muscular weak-
ness. strychnine and arsenic may be given as tonics. Grover (38) 
had good results when it was used in neuro-muscular fatigue, Jacobs 
(45) recommends it be given for a long period of time but Blau (9) 
could find no effect. Large doses, 7-10 minims t.i.d. for a child 
s1.x years old, e';iven a week at a ttme is recommended by Th;YTsfield (71). 
7. Ergot and errotoxine: EriSotoxine is used by some be-
cause it is thought to stimulate the myorleural ;junct,ion ",hi) e ergamine 
a.cts directly on the unstriped muscle. Its use is explained if the 
theory of sphincter atony is correct. Smellie (31), Pisek (61) and 
Holt (76) have had good results with ergot. 
8. Sedatives: Phenobarbital and bromides are given to the 
hynerexcite.b1e neuropathic child, a1] owing them to obtain the necessary 
rest. Cah-in (15) asserts that phenobarbital raises the threashold 
of the nervous system, so fear and anxiety aren't factors intro-
duced durinI': sleep. He recommends I gr. to a child four to five years 
old, p'iven for two weeks. then gradually decreasing the dosage. 
9. Crumphor: Pototzky (63) used crumphor in treating the 
neuropathic type because of its sedative effect on the urinary tract 
as well as its stimuJating effect on the central nervous system.and 
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vascular system. The brain stimulation prevents deep sleep so the 
child can respond to the sensation of desire. De An~elis reports 
improvement or cure in six of eleven cases, with camphor injection. 
Weissenber~ says its benefit is from reduced excitability of the 
bladder and 8. decreased disposition to disturbing, dreslTls. 
10. Tuberoulin: Ke~macher (56), on the basis that enuresis 
is a manifestation of light pulmonary tuberculosis, advocates tuheroulin • 
.A.mberg (4) sur:gests its use in tuberoulous children. 
11. other drugs: In allergic cases Bray (13) believes 
eliminating sensitizing products and administration of ephedrin wHl 
stop t1~e enuresis. The use of ultra-violet rays alone or together 
with Vitamin B, and in some cases parathyroid extract, is used by 
Maociotta (51) with excellent results. CalciRm lactate together with 
camphor is prescribed by Pototzky (63) because of its influence on the 
vei?atative nervous system and, from the ce.pilloscopic findinf';s, its 
influence on vasoneurotic capillaries. Fischer (5) gave testicular 
extract with success in all but 21 of 500 cases. He found unilateral 
or 1)i1ateral oryptcichidism and thought the extract would be of value. 
Other drugs that have been mentioned, but which have no special direct 
effect, are antyprine (Gibbs 35), siHicylates (Krafft 48), taka,diastase 
(Radcliffe 5)· and glycerine (Ochsenius 5). 
Cure or improvement is attributed to all the drurcs. 
Thursfie1d (71) believes no one drug can be relied on, maJ,dn~ their use 
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unnecessary. The experiments of Brum and Kovats (54) showed the 
results with drugs can always be duplicated in the control group. 
This is probably because other factors, such as suggestion, are of 
as great an aid. 
rv. Routine Measures 
1. Diet and fluid restriction: Diet is not a specific 
mea.sure but is used as an adjunot with other general methods. Dietary 
and hygienic supervision are probably the most promising and seem to 
be of great aid whatever the etiology_ It is questionable whether a 
special diet can cure or prevent enuresis, especially if there is a 
definite physical basis; but all writers emphasize the well balanced, 
nutritional diet with no eating between meals as good treatment for 
any oondition. It is well to avoid soups, highly seasoned foods, food 
rich in carbohydrates, pastry or indigestible foods. Coffee, tea and 
cocoa should be omitted beoause of their diuretic effeot. Krasnagorski, 
quoted by Lippman (50), reoently recommended a salty diet to retain 
fluids in the tissues. Not enough work has been done to prove the value 
of this procedure so no oonclusions can be made. 
A solid diet for supper with fluid restriotion after four or 
five p.m. and voiding just before retirinr-; to prevent having a full 
bladder during sleep is a logical procedure. The child frequently wets 
the bed in the early part of the nil';ht. However, Thursfield (71) and 
Krafft (48) do not restriot fluids because the urine becomes oonoentrated 
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and it increases the irritability of the bladder. The former even 
gives potassium citrate to promote diuresis. 
2. Rest: A hyperexeitable 9 nervous ohild needs rest~ there-
fore an afternoon nap serves as a ~ood tonio. If a child remains 
relatively quiet after five p.m., he wilJ not be fatigued and can 
sleep better during the night. 
3. Bladder training: In be.!2;innini!. any treatment it is well 
to follow a definite regime. One that most physicians aooept is to 
have the ohild void just before retiring, which should be about seven 
p.m., then wake him again at ten p.m •• two a.m. and at six a.m. 
Thursfield (71) says to wake the ohild every three hours. The objeot 
is to rouse the ohild about fifteen minutes before involuntary mio-
turition would take plaoe and·thus avoid wetting the bed. It is ne-
oessary to wake him at the same time every ni~ht until he is trained 
to waken himself. The act then becomes voluntary. Sundell (69) su-
ggests that it may be necessary to wake him every half hour until the 
normal time is determined. After a routine has been followed for a 
oonsiderable time to prevent a relapse, the child learns to wa~en 
himself to respond to the desire. Ciradually the intenrals increase 
until normal control is established. 
Emerson (29) believes the basis of t.his treatment is 
training the reflexes by regular periods for emptying the bladder. 
It changes the conditioned reflex during sleep by bringing the child's 
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att.ention to the aot and a new oonditioned reflex is established through 
a mental impression of oontrol. 
A child should be thoroughly awake when he is voiding. 
Woolley (78) warns us not to shake him or use a oold sponp;e, as Chandler 
(20) su'!gests, but to vra...ke bim by taJ.kinp; and touohinl'" him, so he will 
later wake when spoken to. It is then easier to rouse him in the 
future. He recommends having the ohild change his bed clothes and wash 
them; not e.s a punishment, though the child may be inclined to consider 
it such. 
In cases of diurnal, or diurnal associated with nocturnal 
enuresis, the child should be trained during the day as well as at 
ni~ht. Grover (39) advocates training the enuretic to hold more and 
more urine by gradually inoreasing the periods of mioturition during 
the day. He believes the bladder is small and can be trained to have 
a normalcapaoity. Others, who do not believe a small bladder is the 
etiological factor, use this treatment as a method of educating the 
bladder. If the case is severe it may be well to have the child void 
every half hour the first few days, ma1dngsure the time is exaot. 
Then ~radually increase the intervals until he voids three or four 
times a day. Patience and persistence are neoessary, but training, 
both during the day and night, is invaluable treatment. 
IVhile the child is urinating it is well to have bim volQ~­
tarily stop and start the stream several times. Pisek (61), Saxl (65), 
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Thompson (70)" Walker (75) and many others advooate this praotioe in 
an attempt to strengthen the sphincter. Sucoess or failure with this 
treatment~ as well as the others, depends on the ohilds attitude to the 
prooess. For this reason, any emotional soene or punishment must be 
avoided, but the ohild must be made to realize the responsibility is 
his. Encourage the ohild, emphasize his successes in keeping him-
self dry, and overlook his failures. It may be well to offer him a 
reward if he remains dry. 
The routine methods are universally aooepted because they 
offer the best ohance of cure. 
V. Psyohic therapy 
The faot that enuresis has a psychogenic, as well as a 
physical basis, indioates the value of suggestive therapy. Some oases 
(Amberg 3) respond to suggestive treptment alone, but moat authorities 
oombine it with general measures as well as drugs. 
A nervous ohild is very susceptible to suggestion and a great 
deal oan be acoomplished if he oan be direoted to overoame his fears 
and establish a dry ha~it by this method. Its greatest value is in re-
storing the self-confidenoe of the patient. Cameron (16) states" 
"There oomes 8. time 'A'ilen the ohild passionately desires to regain con-
trol and is miserable about her failure, until the conoentration of 
her thoughts on the subject become a veritable obsession" 432. ~'he 
fear that the wetting cannot be avoided produces a mental. confliot 
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with shame and loss of self-confidence and punishment, which only 
aggra'llates the oondition. By suggesting that she can cure herself. 
that it is not hopeless and a disgrace, and by appealing to her pride 
she can 1)e made to believe she oan and she makes an effort at control; 
not through fear, but from desire and to gain sooial approval. It is 
well to employ bladder training at the same time. Enoouragement, over-
looking aocidents and stressing suocesses are of great aid. To demon-
strate the ohilds progress, a visible reoord should be kept. Gold 
stars can be plaoed on a oalends,r to mark the suocesses and red stars 
for wet nights. Many writers susgest omitting stars for the wet ni~hts, 
as it may lead to disoouralY,ement. Its benefioisl effect is through 
strenr,:thening the desire to have more suooesses. Rewards also may be 
offered. It is neoessary to make a frequent visit to the dootor to 
demonstrate the prop;ress and to reoeive encoura.gement. The doctor 
must have the patients confidence as wel1 as the mother's oooperation. 
The rationality of the suggestive treatment, as stated 
by Wile and Orgel (76) is due to a tightening up of suboonsoious con-
trol on the motor side of oonditioned reflexes, whioh is strengthened by 
the ohild's desire to overoome the habit. Walker (75), Sundell (69), 
Cameron (18), Carter (19) and m.any others think psyohotherapy should be 
the main form of treatment, beoause there is failure of the higher 
oenters to oontrol and regulate reflex oontraotion of the bladder. 
The influence of psychotherapy is noted when a ohild is 
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taken fram his home to a hospital. Here he is made to feel that he is 
expected to wet the bed, so does not fear its happening and con-
sequently remains dry. 
VI. Miscellaneous methods 
1. Elevation of the foot of the be~ so that urine will col-
lect at the fundus of the bladder and not produce pressure on the 
sphincter, is recommended by many and is often a routine measure. 
2. A rolled towel or a knot is pIa,ced in the mid-back to 
prevent the patient from sleeping on his back. This method hfu; its 
basis on the observation that there is $:reater activity of the spinal 
centers in the prone position. The child is made to sleep on a hard 
mattress. He is to avoid heavy covers and keep his hands outside the 
covers to prevent friction of the genitals. 
Lippman. places the child in an extreme kyphotic condition 
for an hour before bedtime on the basis that it enhances diuresis. He 
then has the child void. 
3. Collodion is used by Irwin (44) to seal over the meatus 
after the child has voided prior to retiring. The child will then 
waken when he attempts to urinate, therefore he can ~o to the toilet and 
have a voluntary emptying. Walker (75) thinks the procedure is "bar-
bEtrious tl • He describes lit modification devised by Genouville. A com-
plicated eleotrical apparatus is set up end when a drop of urine falls 
on a metal plate a bell rings and the child wakens. 
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4. Bladder massage through the reotum to stimulate the 
sphincter is recommended by Bleyer (10) and Ullman (76), especially 
where urgency is the ohief symptom. 
5. Friedell (32) reports suooess in eighty-seven percent of 
39 cases with 8. hypodermic injection of sterile wat.er. He oombines 
this with suggestion t.hat it. will cure. 
6.. Gibbs (35) and Cameron (17) mention wearing a urinal for 
its psyohic effect and to keep the bed dry. 
'lfuen no physical cause is present the following suggestions 
for treatment are given by Woolley (78, page 50): First parents must 
"stop all punishment, stop shamming, all arguing and rowing, all dis-
plays of intense emotional concern and substitute for them a matter of 
fact attitude and cultivate an optimistic spirit. Second, the attitude 
of the child must be changed by eliminating fear, building up faith 
that success oan be attained, stimulating interest in success and de-
veloping a sense of responsibility on the part of the child for his 
own behavior. 
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VIII. CASE REPORTS. 
Diurnal enuresis in a child--treatment with i!a.1vanism, Carter (19): 
. ..' 
A ohild, ap-;e five, had frequenoy during: the day only. It 
began two weeks after recovery from measles. Every five minutes he had 
to void. The patient was treated with inoreasinl; doses of belladonna 
for two weeks, then belladonna and lyoopodium for one week with slight 
improvement. He was then given small doses of iron, and galvanism 
was applied for ten minutes to the supra-pubio region. After the first 
treatment the frequency decreased to once an hour; after the second 
treatment to onoe in every two and one-half hours; and sinee then there 
has been no return. 
Treatment with bladder di1e.tat.iJ~, Thomps':)n (70): 
L. S. Mole, age six years, was inoontinent during the day 
and night. He improved with belladonna and thyroid extract, but the 
enuresis oontinued with bed-wettin~ every night. On January 7, 1921, 
four ounoes of borio aoid solution was funneled into the bladder through 
a oa.theter and the bel1adonna continued. The n.ext week he held six 
ounoes of borio aoid solution for eight Irinutes; the follOWing week, 
eight ounces (only wetting the bed three times during the week) and 
the week after that he did not wet the bed S.t all. Seven ounoes of 
borio aoid was used and the be.lladonna disoontinued, while malt and 
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iron were lSivan. The patient continued to improve and was apparently 
norma] in April. 
Treatment throuf':h suggestion, Emerson (29): 
Fred R, s.ge nine, had the usual history of enuresis. He 
was punished by a matron with temporary improvement, but complete re-
covery was made throu~h ericoura~ement and rewards, the basis being that 
rewards stimulate the attention while punishment introduces fear which 
is repression. 
Treatment with routine measures, Pisek (61): 
N. S. C., age three and three-fourths years, had always 
wet the bed since birth, also during the day. There was never a dry 
night. They tried the usual remedies without success. other~~se the 
child was normal and well with a good mentality_ No drugs were given, 
but he was treat,ed with a good diet, restricted 8,S to fluids, given 
bladder control exercises dur,ing the da,y and mtkened !:tt ten thirty to 
urinate. In three weeks he was dry fifty percent of the time and 
during the following week only ocassional1y did he wet the bed or his 
clothes. In three months he was entirely cured. 
1<Teuro-rr.uscular fs.tigue as a factor, Wylder (79): 
J. S., ap:e twelve, had norma] health. He had not had 
enuresis until recently. '!Then school closed he worked on a ranch 
and was exhausted every night. He developed enuresis and wet the 
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bed two and three times a night. He ~_s told to stop work and stayed 
in bed for a few days. The first week he had three dry nights; the 
next. seven dry nights and he has had no trouble since. 
Psychogenic basis of enuresis, Ba1<Win (8): 
George, age six years. had voluntary oontrol at eleven 
months. He wes normsJ until four n\onths ago. The bed-wetting was 
irregular and none occurred durinr; the day_ Facial twitohiru;s beR:an 
at about the same time as the enuresis and were noted especially during 
meals. Physical examination was negative. The urine was negative. 
There were two other children in the family, with a girl the favorite. 
George was .jealous of the attention to his sister, so to get attention 
attrs.cted to himself twitohed and wet the be.d as a revem;e for neglect. 
Treatment was given in the form of suggestion and a sedative ( t gr. 
luminol t.i.d.). He was told he could be cured and the parents did 
not discuss the matter when he was around. Immediate cure followed. 
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1. Enuresis is involuntary emptying of the bladder. The 
most common form is nocturnal; the next, nocturnal and diurnal 
combined. 
2. The inoidenoe, as given by various authors, varies 
from five to thirty percent. The onset is in infancy or after a 
normal period of oontrol. It is equally distributed ~ong the sexes, 
though it may be slightly inoreased in boys. 
3. There is undoubtedly a physioal basis in some oases, 
produoing a disturbance in bladder physiology, either local, nervous 
or general. 
4. The psyohogenic factor plays an important role, as 
evidenced by the success obtained with suggestive treatment. 
5. Other factors, such as heredity, epilepsy and behavior 
problems, may have their influence. 
6. Look for physical defects and correct them. 
7. Improve the general health by good diet, hygiene and 
tonics. 
8. A large number of drugs have been presoribed, but atropine 
or belladonna and thyroid and pituitary extraot seem to be the most 
favored. 
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9. Routine methods of treatment; includinp,; s. I?;ood diet, 
fluid restriction, rest and bladder training with good habit for-
mation; are senerAl1y used in conjunction with other forms of 
therapy. 
10. Psychotherapy which restores confidence and encoura/Ses 
the patient is invaluable. Cooperation, persistence and assurance 
of the ability to curE! may be the key to the success of most forms 
of therapy. 
CONCLUSION. 
From the foregoing it is obvious that there is no uni-
formity of opinion as to the etiology. It is undoubtedly a reaction 
to a wide variety of stimuli, physical and mental, that may be ef-
fective for a short or long: period of time. The multiplieity of 
su;:,:gested treatments indicate that none are speeifie. Cures are 
reported with all types of therapy, while no results are obtained 
by other investigators using the same methods. Every child offers 
a different problem, makinp: a thorou~h study of each case essential. 
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